LA Sanitation & Environment
Christmas Tree Collection Alexa App User Guide
We are excited to feature a new LA Sanitation & Environment service for the 2020/2021
Christmas season. The City of Los Angeles residents can now request their Christmas Tree
collection service through Amazon Alexa by either installing the free app onto their
smartphones (via the Google PlayStore or the Apple App Store) or utilizing any Amazon
Assistant devices (Echo, Echo Dot, Echo Show, Echo Flex). This contactless service is
available in both English and Spanish.

Download the Amazon Alexa app for Android or iPhone.
ADD PERMISSIONS FROM ALEXA COMPANION APP:
1. Open Alexa App
2. Select “more”
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3. Go to skills and games

4. Go to “Your Skill” then select “Christmas Tree Collection”
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5. Select “Settings”, go to “Manage account permissions” and grant the Alexa App access to:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Device Address
Full Name
Email Address
Mobile Number
Location Services
Alexa Notifications
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Language Configuration:
1. Skill supports “English United States” and “Español Estados Unidos”
2. Go to “Devices” and select your device.

3. From the device settings menu choose “Language”.
4. You can either choose “English United States” or “Español Estados Unidos”
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Add Device Location (Address) to Companion App
1. Open Alexa App
2. Select “More” and then select “Settings”

3. Select “Settings” and then select “Device” Settings
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4. Choose your device
5. Select “Device Location”

6. Add your address and save

Why Grant Permissions?
Device Address: The Alexa skill utilizes the registered address where the user wants to book
the request from.
Full Name: To keep a record of your pickup details.
E-mail Address/ Mobile Number: We use these permissions to schedule your service request
for Christmas Tree collection and to help you track your requests.
Location Services: For mobile devices where Alexa is enabled, the “Location Service” will
retrieve your current registered address in Alexa and let you schedule your collection from that
address.
Alexa Notification: To read the notifications for your tree pickup.
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INSTRUCTIONS - How to Use the Service:
Speak: “Alexa, open Christmas Tree Collection”
Alexa prompts the Welcome message and you (the user) can speak to select one of the four services:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Schedule Collection
Check Status
Cancel Collection
Reschedule Collection

If you are using the Alexa app using your mobile device and the geolocation is not enabled, a
disclaimer message will be displayed. Say “Yes” to continue to the next step. If you are using any of
the Amazon home devices (i.e., Echo Dot, Echo Show), since the geolocation is not available, a
disclaimer message will be displayed. Say “Yes” to continue to the next step.
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A. HOW TO SCHEDULE A COLLECTION:
After invoking the Christmas Tree Collection skill,
Speak: Schedule Collection
Alexa will ask you to provide the number of trees that you want to get collected. Alexa can
process up to a maximum of five (5) Christmas Trees.

Choose Location:
Alexa will prompt you to choose your container service location: “CURB” or “ALLEY” as this is
the same location where your Christmas Tree will get collected.
Speak: “CURB” or “ALLEY”

The address is retrieved from your Profile:
This is the address retrieved from your profile in the companion app. If you do not want to use it
as the service address, please say “No”.
Speak: Yes or No
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Address retrieved from Geo Location:
This is the address retrieved from your current location. If you do not want to use this address,
please say “No”.
Speak: Yes or No

Address provided by the user:
Speak: Your address (Number, street Name and zip code).

Alexa will confirm the address with the user. Please provide the complete address to avoid any
issues. Please say yes or no to confirm.
Speak: Yes or No
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Tree Type: Real Tree or Artificial Tree
You can choose either if your tree is real or artificial.
Speak: Real or Artificial

Speak: Yes or No
If it’s a real tree, Alexa, will verify if it is flocked or not. A flocked tree has synthetic dust or
white, powdery mixture applied to the branches.

Speak: Yes or No.
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Alexa will provide you with the color of your container based on the tree type that you choose. If
it is a real tree, not flocked and you want to cut it into pieces, it will go inside your green
container. If it is a real tree, flocked and you want to cut it into pieces, it will go inside your black
container, If it is an artificial tree and you want to disassemble it into pieces, it will go inside your
black container.

Speak: Yes or No

Scheduled Pickup Acknowledgement: You will receive an email notification regarding your
service request with the scheduled date and collection guidelines.

Speak: Yes or No
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B. CHECK STATUS:
After invoking the Christmas Tree Collection skill,
Speak: Check Status
Alexa will retrieve and read all the service request(s) based on your mobile number/Email,
service request number or address You can also to start a new service request after the status
update.
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C. CANCEL COLLECTION:
After invoking the Christmas Tree Collection skill,
Speak: Alexa, Cancel Pickup
Alexa will ask if you would like to cancel the service request using the service request number.

To use a Service Request Number:
Speak: Yes
Alexa will ask you to say the service request number you wish to CANCEL. Alexa will ask you
to confirm the service request details before cancelling. Say “Yes” or “No”.
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To cancel without using the Service Number:
If you don’t have your service request number, Alexa will use the registered mobile
number/Email address and will say one record at a time. Alexa will ask you to confirm the
service request you wish to CANCEL before canceling. If you say “No” to a particular record,
then Alexa will go to the next available record.
Speak: Alexa, No.

Confirm Service Request to Cancel:
Alexa will ask you to confirm the service request details you wish to CANCEL before cancelling.
If you say “Yes” Alexa will cancel the service request.
Speak: Yes
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Service Request is Cancelled:
Speak: Yes
If you say “Yes” after cancelling the record, you can start a new request saying:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Schedule Collection
Check Status
Cancel Collection
Reschedule

If you say “No” you will be directed to the Feedback section.

If You DO NOT want to Cancel the Service Request once in the Cancellation Phase:
Speak: No.
Alexa prompts that the service request has not been cancelled and asks if you would like to
start with any of the services again.
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D. RESCHEDULE A SERVICE REQUEST:
After invoking the Christmas Tree Collection skill,
Speak: Reschedule
Alexa would ask you if you wish to reschedule a service request using the service request
number or not.

Reschedule a Service Request using the Service Request Number:
Speak: Yes

Alexa will ask you to confirm the service request number you wish to reschedule.
As you provide Alexa with the service request number, Alexa will ask you to confirm the service
request details to be rescheduled.
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Reschedule a Service Request without using the Service Request Number:
When Alexa asks if you want to reschedule without using the service request number, say “No”.
Alexa will say one record at a time using your registered mobile number/Email address. If you
say “No” for a particular record, Alexa will go to the next available record. To confirm the
reschedule, say “Yes” to the service request number(record) you want to reschedule. Alexa will
reschedule the service request on your next collection day (1 week after).
Speak: No

Confirm Record to Reschedule:
Speak: Yes
When you select the service request to reschedule, Alexa will provide the service request
details for confirmation before rescheduling it.
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Record Rescheduled:
Speak: Yes
Alexa confirms that the service request has been successfully rescheduled and if you would like
to start with any of the services again.
If you say “Yes” after rescheduling a request, you can start a new request saying:
E.
F.
G.
H.

Schedule Collection
Check Status
Cancel Collection
Reschedule

If you say “No” you will be directed to the Feedback section.

If You DO NOT want to Reschedule once you are in the Reschedule Phase:
Speak: No
Alexa confirms that the service request has not been rescheduled and if you would like to start
with any of the services again.
If you say “No” after rescheduling a request, you can start a new request saying:
I.
J.
K.
L.

Schedule Collection
Check Status
Cancel Collection
Reschedule
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If you say “No” you will be directed to the Feedback section.
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E. FEEDBACK:
After using any of the four service requests and if you would like to give feedback for the service, you
can say “Yes” and start giving the feedback.
Speak: Yes or No

Feedback question 1:
The feedback question is to be answered in the range of 1-5. 5 as extremely satisfied and 1 as
extremely dissatisfied.
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Feedback question 2:
The feedback question is to be answered in the range of 1-5. 5 as very easy and 1 as very
difficult.

Feedback question 3:
The feedback question is to be answered in the range of 1-5. 5 as very likely and 1 as very
unlikely.
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If seeing a Feedback Error Message:
This means you spoke an answer that is not in the range between 1 and 5.
The user will be asked by Alexa to give the ratings between 1 and 5.
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